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Strategic appointment of divisional CCOs
To further develop our commercial activities and customer relationships, we have
appointed two new divisional Chief Commercial Officers (CCOs), in addition those
already appointed for Solutions and Sub Saharan Africa.
All DSV divisions and Sub Saharan Africa now have a CCO. The divisional
CCOs report directly to their divisional CEO – and are members of the DSV
Global Commercial Organisation’s (GCO) senior management team lead by
global CCO René Falch Olesen.
Jens Bjørn Andersen, CEO, comments

“We have appointed the new divisional CCOs to strengthen the ties between
our global commercial organisation and the business. We want to
continuously improve our performance in serving new and existing customers
across DSV – and we hope this will be a significant step in that direction”.

Working with global commercial activities
The divisional CCOs will work across their respective global organisations. To
ensure that cross-divisional activities are fully considered, all country sales
directors will have a dotted line to a divisional CCO.
“We want to ensure structure and consistency in our approach to our global
markets and customers. The divisional CCOs will have a central position to
influence the commercial direction and cooperation between both our
countries and divisions. We are convinced that this strategic move will have
that exact effect,” says global CCO René Falch Olesen.
Presenting our new team of divisional CCOs
•
•
•
•

Michael D. Hansen – DSV Air & Sea Holding a/s
Wilbert Tholhuijsen – DSV Road Holding a/s
Meinderdjan Botman – DSV Solutions Holding a/s
Jenny Purchase – DSV, Sub Saharan Africa

DSV – Global transport and logistics
In 1976, 10 independent hauliers joined forces and founded DSV in Denmark.
Since then, DSV has evolved to become the world’s fourth largest supplier of
global solutions within transport and logistics.
Today, we add value to our customers’ entire supply chain by transporting,
storing, packaging, re-packaging, processing and clearing all types of goods.
We work every day from our many offices in more than 80 countries to ensure
a steady supply of goods to production lines, outlets, stores and consumers
all over the world. Our reach is global yet our presence is local and close to

our customers.
Read more at www.dsv.com
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